
With the sun and the 
rain we use ice to paint!

Please print the three following pages for as many people as you wish to participate at home. 

Today you will a muffin tin from the kitchen, water, paints, a toothpick or anything else to mix, paper, and 
colours or markers.

In the first part of our challenge we will learn about the colours, and how we can make more!!! Then we will search for 
objects that have these colours and put them next to our colour wheel. Then we will make coloured ice blocks and 
we will paint with them!
Our colouring activity is about when we arrive on an island! Let’s get exploring, and enjoy coloring everyday, so that 
we can make a wonderful book to show our friends later!!!

Have fun with this activity of our #creativeindoorchallenge with your family! Remember we need someone to help us 
with the paint and the freezer. Let’s be careful and have fun together!

Do you follow us already on instagram @ourboxparties ? We need to see you with your posts and tags, to keep track 
of your participation in this  #creativeindoorchallenge ! (If we can’t follow you, we won’t be able so see your posts 
and include you as a contestant for our winner’s prize!!! )

Share this challenge with your friends, family, neighbours, and teachers!
We can be creative and fun while being indoors, and enjoy this beautiful time together!

day 10
Welcome to the tenth challenge of our #creativeindoorchallenge !!!
Today, we will paint with ice and the rainbow! So let’s get everything 
ready for a colourful day!!!

Stay safe, remember to wash your hands, and enjoy being creative!!!

www.instagram.com/ourboxparties


day 10: With the sun and the rain we use ice to paint!

1. Take a muffin tin from the 
kitchen and put it on a table. 

Then, add a few drops of paint in 
each muffin hole.

2. Add water to fill each muffin 
hole.

3. Use a toothpick, or any other 
object to stir and mix well the 

colours and water. Put them in 
the freezer for about 3 hours.

4. Take the colour ice blocks 
out frm the freezer and get ready 

to paint! Messy style!

5. Slide each ice block around 
and have fun mixing the colours 

together!

6. Tadaaaa!

Follow the instructions to make fantastic ice blocks to paint with! We need a bit 
of patience, while the ice forms in the freezer. While we wait, we can make our 
second activity with the colour wheel.



day 10: With the sun and the rain we use ice to paint!
This is a colour wheel. Our three primary colours -yellow, blue, and red- mix with each other to 
create the colour between them. Paint each part with its colour, and then find 5 objects of each 
colour to put next to the wheel. Enjoy the rainbow magic making and the colour hunt!




